
#SeedsOfAnarchy
Creatively thinking about automating quality in web 

archiving using visual analysis...



Brenda’s PhD in a nutshell
● Created a multi-dimensional model of Informational Quality 

for a web archives

● Proposed and explored which could be automated 

● Three main:

○ Correspondence

○ Relevance

○ Archivability



Subdimensions
● Correspondence

○ Visual correspondence

○ Interactional correspondence

○ Completeness

● Relevance

○ Size relevance

○ Topic relevance



Much discussion messing 
about with Gephi & various 
web collections...before a 
plan formed...



Working with Anarchist Archives incited 
ANARCHY within the group!



Two projects emerged!
1. Comparing the images 

from the seed websites to 

images from URLs as they get 

farther from seed.

Theory being that they will 

get less-relevant the farther 

away from original.

2. Compare screenshots of 

the current live websites to 

screenshots of seeds crawled.

Theory being that variance 

from the current original will  

create useful flags for 

whoever is doing Quality.



Project 1
Chose some seeds from 

University of Victoria’s: 

Anarchist Archives



Ryan
Wrote some code. The plan was to compare images - technical 

difficulties - it turns out we learned useful things from the 

concentric lists of URLs as they get further from the seed(s).



This code worked! (contact #seedsofanarchy if you want it)



Concentric links
out from the seed URL: 
325.nostate.net; each 
number refers to the 
number of urls in the 
stage.



325.nostate.net

Screenshot of items 

in each list of URLs. 

By 3 links away it’s 

mostly local news 

sites and by 5 away 

it’s all spam & gov’t 

sites.



camas.ca
Screenshot of items 

in each list of URLs. 

By 3 links away it’s 

NGO sites not as 

dramatic of a 

change. Possibly 

indicating a closer 

community.



Project 2
Chose some seeds from 

University of Victoria’s: 

Anarchist Archives



Brenda
Wrote some code. We will show you that and then the 

interesting results we got! (if you want the code let us know)



Activates a headless Chrome browser to take screenshots of a list of seeds
import os

import sys

from itertools import izip

from PIL import Image

url_list = sys.argv[1]

with open(url_list) as f:

    urls = f.readlines()

# you may also want to remove whitespace characters like 

`\n` at the end of each line

urls = [x.strip() for x in urls] 

#command to use cutycapt to take screenshot

#cutycapt --url=google.com --out=google.png

#command for xserver

#xvfb-run --server-args="-screen 0, 1024x768x24" cutycapt 

--url=... --out=...

print "Taking screenshots"

cnt=1

for url in urls:

#command = "xvfb-run --server-args="-screen 0, 

1024x768x24\" cutycapt --url="+url+" --out="+url+".jpg"

    clean_url = url.strip("/")

    command = "/usr/bin/google-chrome --headless 

--hide-scrollbars --disable-gpu 

--screenshot=./anarchy_collection_screenshots_no_banner/"

+str(cnt)+".png --window-size=800,600 "+url

    print command

    os.system(command)

    cnt = cnt+1



Compares pairs of screenshots: the original website and then its archived version

#adapted from here: 

https://rosettacode.org/wiki/Percentage_difference_between_images#Py

thon

import os

import sys

from itertools import izip

from PIL import Image

from os import listdir

image_locations = sys.argv[1]

from os.path import isfile, join

onlyfiles = [f for f in listdir(image_locations) if 

isfile(join(image_locations, f))]

print onlyfiles

i=1

while i<len(onlyfiles):

    i1 = Image.open(image_locations+str(i)+".png")

    i2 = Image.open(image_locations+str(i+1)+".png")

    size_i1 = i1.size

    size_i2 = i2.size

      

    print "Reading images: ",str(i)+".png", str(i+1)+".png"

#i2.resize(i1.size, Image.ANTIALIAS)

    assert i1.mode == i2.mode, "Different kinds of images."

    assert i1.size == i2.size, "Different sizes."

 

    pairs = izip(i1.getdata(), i2.getdata())

    if len(i1.getbands()) == 1:

    # for gray-scale jpegs

        dif = sum(abs(p1-p2) for p1,p2 in pairs)

    else:

        dif = sum(abs(c1-c2) for p1,p2 in pairs for c1,c2 in zip(p1,p2))

 

    ncomponents = i1.size[0] * i1.size[1] * 3

    print "Difference (percentage):", (dif / 255.0 * 100) / ncomponents

    i=i+2

Collapse 

If you want the code talk to 

#seedsofanarchy



Small degrees of difference: 1-10% page has been updated
Current website Crawled site



Larger degrees of difference: ~40% Quality Problem!
Current website Crawled website



Cool thing that Brenda discovered...
Add ‘id_’ before the 

‘http’ to the 

Archive-It URL to  

display without the 

header (turns out 

that the header 

leaves an ~18% 

difference).

http://wayback.arc

hive-it.org/4594/2

0161103041607id_/

https://38bloodall

ey.wordpress.com/

http://wayback.archive-it.org/4594/2016110304

1607id_/https://38bloodalley.wordpress.com/



Results and thoughts….
● Could do more with computational comparison of recent 

crawl and current website…

● Our results for comparison of live v. crawled screenshots: 

○ ~1-10% page has been updated

○ ~20% images on page changed

○ ~40%+ =flag for whoever is in charge of the collection: 

capture quality issue, page no longer exists, etc.



Questions
And comments please! How successful were we?



Nonrecognition of authority!!! 
Anarchy/web archives haiku(s):

Run Archive-It crawls/Digital humanities/Seeds of anarchy

#HackArchives @SFU/data brought us together/curry fries with cheese

collect web archives/next step? there’s a toolkit for that/thanks ArchivesUnleashed



More Haikus...
counting syllables/much like parsing datasets/archivist’s happy place

data quality / import aut matchbox / file exists error

seeds of anarchy / history without the state / keepValidPages()

entering paste mode/nothing pasted nothing gained/Spark scala> humour


